EAST AGAIN
politician. There are few who cannot stir the emotions of their
countrymen, in at least three languages—English, Spanish and
one or other of the many native tongues. Underlying the attrac-
tive outward timidity of action and of voice which is so marked a
feature of the Filipino character there burns a deeply rooted
patriotism that at times in the past has diverted the flow of
words into the flowing of blood. To the manly qualities that the
Filipinos owe to their Malay origin they have added, during the
many centuries that have elapsed since their ancestors first
invaded the land, a strain of Chinese blood and Chinese sagacity,
while they have suffered and benefited—and on the whole
benefited far more than suffered—from nearly 400 years of
Spanish domination. Justly severe as may be the criticism of
Spain's colonial administration in the past, the traveller has only
to visit Manila to appreciate the value of the work that was
accomplished during the Spanish occupation, Spanish culture
taught the Filipino how to live, how to think, and how to worship.
It is proposed, while granting immediately to the Filipinos
the fullest possible measure of political autonomy, to introduce
over a short number of years a process of graduated economic
independence under American control and sovereignty. Econo-
mic adjustment is believed not only to be possible but also
feasible and, once attained, all objection to complete independence
disappears. At the termination of the proposed eight years the
actual ties that bind America and the Philippine Islands will be
severed and the separation become definite. It is to be hoped
that until then, and after, the cordial relations and mutual
esteem which, in spite of political discussion, so happily unite
the two races will continue, to the benefit of both.
The Bill passed through Congress with a large majority but
it has still far to go before it becomes effective. The Senate, the
Cabinet and the President have yet to agree and there seems no
doubt that opposition will be met with in some quarters.

